Vocabulary
List 7

The Word:

Remember It:
(with another
word that
rhymes, sounds
like, or has a
similar root)

Explain It:
(with a brief
explanation and/
or synonyms)

Use It:
(in a
detailed
sentence)

pompous
(adj)

acting irritatingly
self-important;
arrogant;
snooty;
overbearing;
egotistic

One famous
person who is
pompous and
annoys me is
____________
because she/he
always ________
______________.

feign
(noun)

to pretend to be
affected by; to
fake; to give the
appearance of

In order to stay
home from
school, Bo’s little
brother
____________ed
______________
_____________.

grandiose
(adj)

1. impressive or
magnificent in
appearance
2. more
complicated or
elaborate than
necessary;
grand;
awe-inspiring;
magnificent;
swanky.

The new school
entryway was
______________;
it had _________
______________,
______________
_____________,
and ___________
______________
______________.

monotony
(noun)

lack of variety;
dullness;
uniformity;
repetitiveness;
boredom;
routineness.

I was bored by
the ___________
of ____________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________.

Sketch It:
(sketch what you
wrote in your
sentence)

The Word:

audacity
(noun)

Remember It:
(with another
word that
rhymes, sounds
like, or has a
similar root)

Explain It:
(with a brief
explanation and/
or synonyms)

boldness; daring
1. a willingness
to take bold risks;
2. rude or
disrespectful
behavior;

Use It:
(in a
detailed
sentence)

Cheeky had the
_____________
to confront her
boss, which got
her fired.
However, once
she realized she’d
been too ______ ,
she apologized,
which took
_____________.

doctrine
(noun)

a belief or set of
beliefs held and
taught by a
church, political
party, or other
group;
principle;
creed;

Who is someone
you know (of)
who lives a
______________
existence, without
owning much
_____________
or ___________?

sophisticated
(adj)

1. having worldly
experience &
knowledge;
2. having a high
degree of
complexity.

Dr. H.’s
vocabulary is
______________
because she has
studied medicine
all over the world,
and knows
everything from
__________ to
_____________.

tenacious
(adj)

persistent;
stubborn;
obstinate;
unshakable.

Despite
Charlie’s_______
hold onto his
intelligence,
he couldn’t
______________
______________.

Sketch It:
(sketch what you
wrote in your
sentence)

